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MOHAIR LONG TONNEAU COVER
Black mohair ‘long’ tonneau cover, fitting RHD MGAs where the tonneau cover fastens to the hood
retainers at the rear of the rear deck. Please contact MGOC Spares for ordering details on LHD
tonneau covers. Mohair is a tightly woven fabric usually found on luxury convertible cars comprising
three layers: a weather-resistant layer, a rubberised waterproof membrane and an interior lining.
There are no rules as to which years of MGA require which length of tonneau cover - long and short
styles were used during most years of production, although it seems early 1500s were only fitted
with the short style. Check your car before ordering - a line of Lift The Dot pegs just behind the rear
cockpit rail means a short cover is required, whereas if there are only the hood fastening pegs
further back on the rear deck the long cover should be fitted.
Club MGA tonneau covers are supplied with all fasteners unfitted, allowing owners to take account
of the slight differences that are found sometimes in fastener positions on earlier MG cars.
Easy to fit. Ensure the cover is warm (but not hot) when fitting in colder weather a 1kW fan heater in the car works well. Align the cover by marking centres front
and rear on both cover and car. Working outwards from the centre of the car, one
at a time and alternately on one side then the other, mark each fastener position
with chalk and fix the fastener to the cover. Do the rear deck first, then the fascia.
Basic hand tools required. Craft knife, chalk for centre marks and fastener locations,
tape measure, craft knife, punch pliers (optional), small flat blade screwdriver to
bend over fastener tags to secure fasteners to cover.

MORE GREAT RECOMMENDATIONS:

RENOVO HOOD SHAMPOO
(300ml)

RENOVO HOOD ULTRAPROOF
(1 LITRE)

FABSIL WATER REPELLANT

